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U Broju 2 namerno je unet pogrešan apstrakt rada na engleskom jeziku na strani 152, u radu dr Milene Belić, te se ovom prilikom izvinjavamo autoru i čitaocima. Apstrakt koji je adekvatan jeste:

The aim of this research has represented determining whether and to what level men and women are different in a relation to the frequency and choice of tactics of self-presentation. Within this Paper, it has been used a scale Tactics of Self-Presentation. The scale consists of 63 items related to 12 tactics of self-presentation: Excuse, Justification, Disclaimer, Self-Handicapping, Apology, Ingratiation, Intimidation, Supplication, Entitlement, Enhancement, Blasting, Basking and Exemplification. The research has been conducted in a sample of 525 examinees of both genders. The examinees of both genders most frequently use the tactic of Gaining Sympathy, and most seldom Intimidation. Regarding gender differences, there have been determined 8 differences of self-presentation on behalf of men, except when the tactic of self-presentation of Apologising is most frequently used within women. The accomplished differences can be to some level explained by biological differences, but also by cultural views and specific expectations of the environment.
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